
Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation Gameplay Overview 

 

The human race has expanded into the galaxy thanks to the wonders of the technological singularity. 

You have become so powerful that you can manage vast armies across an entire world that provide 

you with an ever greater galactic empire. 

 

Now, humanity is under assault by a new enemy. Calling themselves the Substrate, they seek to 

annihilate the human race from existence. You, as an up and coming member of the Post-Human 

Coalition, must deal with both this new menace as well as renegade humans trying to lay claim to 

their own worlds. 

 

Play as the Post Human Coalition or their eternal foes the Substrate and battle for control of the 

galaxy. Experience maps of unprecedented size and detail with the unparalleled power of the 

world’s first native 64-bit RTS engine, Nitrous. 

 

 

 

Enjoy the game online with friends in ranked or unranked multiplayer mode or play it by yourself 

against a powerful non-cheating AI in skirmish or campaign mode. No matter what mode you play, 

strategy is the key: deciding what technologies to research, where to send your armies, how to 

manage your economy, and what units to construct are crucial to victory. 

 

Experience a massive-scale real time strategy game where you wage war across worlds with 

thousands of units. The conflict has escalated, and it’s time to choose a side. 

 



Features 

ENGAGE IN MASSIVE SIZED GAMES 

Huge maps can house over a dozen players at once and is perfect for a ‘comp stomp’ or a chaotic 

free-for-all. The next generation game engine allows for supporting battles of thousands of units. 

MANAGE YOUR ARMIES GLOBALLY 

The global view feature lets you use the mouse wheel to zoom out and exercise greater control over 

your armies. Easily see the entire battlefield and control large groups of units effectively. Ashes of 

the Singularity: Escalation is a game about managing the macro, not the micro, and it has 

the interface to support that. 

 

 

CHOOSE YOUR GAMEPLAY DYNAMICS 

Plenty of map options allow for variety and challenge in both single and multiplayer games! From 

defender’s advantage, resource rates, disabling air units and many more. 

EXPAND YOUR STRATEGY WITH ADVANCED UNITS 

Add to the gameplay dynamic with unique units for both the PHC and the Substrate! Battle your 

enemies with heavily armored units, powerful aircraft, helpful support bots, massive juggernauts, 

and more. 

BOLSTER YOUR DEFENSES 

Surprise your enemies with unexpected orbital attacks to slow their armies and halt their progress or 

protect your Nexus by upgrading your defensive structures. Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation 



features several base defences for each faction, making it the perfect game for those who 

like to turtle up with an impenetrable defense. 

 


